KinderTrack Version 4.2.19 - Release Notes
JIRA
KT4NY-536

Summary
Implement Effective Dates for
Attendance Codes and remove Effective
Dates from Attendance Groups

KT4NY-540
TS-176491
KT4NY-545

Family>Eligibility: Wrong Word "Penging"
displayed in Eligibility History
Payment>Payment: Add WPI For
Operating Hours vs Attendance when
saving a payment

KT4NY-549
TS-180949

Page print feature in KinderTrack
updated

Problem
Districts need the ability to
limit the number of
absences/closures for a
specific period of time to
handle waivers, and then be
able to go back to the
previous limits. In order to
accomplish this, we
removed effective dates
from Attendance Groups
and placed them on the
Attendance Codes. This will
allow the users to create
new groups and have it
Active for a specific period
of time.

The print feature in
KinderTrack (printer icon in
the bottom bar) only shows
the first page in the preview
window and only prints the

Solution
Modified Family>Child, Administration>Attendance
Codes and Attendance Groups, Provider>Modified
Days, Provider>profile to support Attendance Codes
with Effective Dates. In addition, created individual
Attendance Group records for each effective date
that existed. A number was added to the group
name, for example Routine per Month, Routine per
Month1, Routine per Month2.

Modified to return "Pending" status on the Family
Eligibility record instead of the word "penging".
Added WPI 2166. When saving a payment, the
system will compare attendance hours against the
Hours of Operation listed on the Provider > Profile
page.
Updated the way the print feature works for
different browsers. The system will now print the
contents of the entire page requested.

KT4NY-551
TS-180317

Client Notice shows incorrect NH Rates
when the total of all differentials exceeds
25%

first page of the screen.
Print should allow printing
of the entire page the user is
looking at.
The system was enforcing
the maximum of 25% for the
Homeless, Non-Traditional
and Accredited increases
before calculating the
Normal Hours rate. Since
the Non-Traditional increase
does not apply to the
Normal Hours rate, it should
only have limited the
Homeless and Accredited
differentials for this rate to
25%

Updated to only max Homeless and Accredited to
25% before calculating the Normal Hours rate, but
to still max Homeless, Accredited and NonTraditional before calculating the After Hours rate.

